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REAL ANALYTIC BOUNDARY REGULARITY

OF THE CAUCHY KERNEL ON CONVEX DOMAINS

SO-CHIN CHEN

(Communicated by Clifford J. Earle, Jr.)

Abstract. It is well-known that in one complex variable the Cauchy integral

preserves real analyticity near the boundary. In this paper we show that the

same conclusion also holds on convex domains with real analytic boundary in

higher dimension, where the Cauchy kernel is given by the Cauchy-Fantappiè

form of order zero generated by the ( 1.0)-form C(Ç,z),

where /■(£) is the defining function of the domain.

1. Introduction

In one complex variable there is a classical theorem concerning the real ana-

lytic boundary regularity of the Cauchy kernel which states:

Theorem. Let D be a smooth bounded domain in C with real analytic boundary,

and let zQ ebD be a boundary point. Let U be an open neighborhood of zQ

in C. Suppose that f(Q e L2(bD) n Cw(bD n U). Then the integral

F(z)= [   fi^-dCforzeD,
JbDÍ- ?

defines a holomorphic function on D that is real analytic up to the boundary on

bDnU.

It would be very interesting to generalize this type of theorem to higher di-

mension. Unfortunately, this cannot be done in general. We do not even know

how to write down an appropriate analog of the Cauchy kernel on a smooth

bounded domain of holomorphy with real analytic boundary. So in this paper

we are going to study this problem on convex domains, where there is a natural
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Cauchy kernel as follows: Let C(£, z) be the generating ( 1,0)-form given by

€{i,z)-     dr

<f>(t,z)        "dr

¿Iw^j-Zj)
;=1    T/

the Cauchy kernel Í20(C) is then defined to be the Cauchy-Fantappiè form of

order zero,

CiQ(C(i,z)) = C(^,z)A(diC(c¡,z))n-1.

For more details see Range [2].

Here are our main results.

Theorem 1. Let D C Cn, n > 2, be a smooth bounded convex domain with

real analytic defining function r(z), and let z0 ebD be a boundary point. Let

U be a small open neighborhood of zQ in Cn . Suppose that /(£) e L2(bD) n

Cw(bD n U). Then the integral

F(z)= f   /(i)Û0(C({, z)),       forzeD,
JbD

defines a holomorphic function on D that is real analytic up to the boundary

bDr\U. In particular F(z) can be extended holomorphically across bDnU.

Corollary 2. Let D be defined as in Theorem 1. Suppose that /(£) e Cw(bD).

Then F(z) e CW(D). In particular F(z) e H(D).

We make a remark that the proof we present here for Theorem 1 also works

for the case n = 1, and if n = 1 the Cauchy kernel £20(C) reduces to the

classical one,

n«(C)-|(i)({_z) «-.-

II. Proof of Theorem 1

Let DCC", n > 2, be a smooth bounded convex domain with real analytic

defining function r(z). The Cauchy kernel on D is defined as follows. For

£,ebD and zeD one defines the generating (l,0)-form C(Ç,z) by

Cit,z)=     dr

where ör(i) = E"J=l Mj® d*j and M -z) = Ej-i ft«)«j " ZP
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The Cauchy kernel Q0(C) for D is then defined to be the Cauchy-

Fantappiè form of order zero as follows:

r20(C(^,z)) = C(cí,z)A(«5{C(cí,z))"-1

_ (dr)A{ddr)"'1

fit,?)

finite sum r   ^ '    y
|/|=«-1

where / denotes the increasing multiindices of order n - 1, and -i47(£) is a

polynomial that involves the first and second derivatives of the defining function

/•(£). Hence A¡{^) is real analytic in some open neighborhood of D.

The convexity of the domain D implies <f>(Ç, z) ^ 0 for £ e bD and z e D.

Therefore it makes sense to define the following integral for /(<*) e L (bD),

(2.1) F(z)= [   M)Cl0(C(c;,z)).
JbD

Since <p(Ç, z) is holomorphic in z, we see that F(z) e H(D).

The main purpose of this paper is to show real analytic boundary regularity

of this integral. Namely, if z0 e bD is a fixed boundary point and /(£) is also

real analytic in some open neighborhood of zQ in the boundary, then F(z) is

also real analytic up to the boundary near z0 . In particular it follows that F(z)

can be extended holomorphically across the boundary near z0 .

Before we begin to prove Theorem 1, we will state several lemmas concerning

the function </>(£, z) that are needed in the sequel. First the following lemma

is proved in Range [1].

Lemma 2.2. Let D and <f>{Ç,z) be defined as above, and let z0 e bD. Then

there exists a positive integer m0 and constants A, ôx, S2> 0 such that

(2.3) \<t>{ti,z)\>A{d{z,bD) + \lm<t>{c],z)\ + \Z-z\mo),

for £ e bD n 5(z0,f5j) and z e D n B(Ç,S2), where d{z,bD) denotes the

distance between z and the boundary bD.

Lemma 2.4. Let D and <j>(Ç,z) be defined as above, and let zQ e bD. For

8 <3C min(f5j ,S2), we have for some constant C > 0,

f \log<t>{i,z)\dS<C
JbDnB(zQ,S)

uniformly for all z e D n B(z0,3).
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Proof. First by a standard choice (e.g. see Range [2]) one may introduce a local

coordinate system (tx, ... ,t2n) = t = t(£,z) on B(z,n), for some n > 0,

such that the following hold.

(i) tl(Ç,z) = r(Ç) and i(z,z) = (r(z),0,...,0),

(ii) /2(£,z) = Im(/>(£,z),

(iii)  m,z)\<l for Ce B(z,n),
(iv) The Jacobian is bounded both from above and from below uniformly

for all z e Dn B(z0, S).

Hence by Lemma 2.2 for sufficiently small ô we have

|log^,z)|<|log|^,z)|| + |arg^,z)|

;<|log/l| + |log|£-zp| + |arg0(cf,z)|.

Since we have \n < arg</>(<¡; ,z) < \n for all z e D n B(z0,ô) and Ç e

bDnB(z0,ô), hence by setting t' = (t2, ... ,t2n) we obtain

/ \logcp(c;,z)\dSzl+ [ \log\i-zHdS
JbDnB(zn,S) JbDnB(zQ,S)

< 1+ [      \log\t'\m°\dt2...dt
2n

\V\<\

<l+/"'|log(/"°)|-r2"-2^

< 1.

The last inequality holds because n > 2. This also completes the proof of the

lemma.

Now we are ready to prove our main result.  In fact what we are going to

prove is a more general setting, namely,

Theorem 2.5. Let D and (f>(Ç, z)  be defined as above, and let z0 e bD.   If

A{¡,) e Cw(bD) and /(£) e L2(bD) n Cw(bDn U), where U is an open neigh-

borhood of z0 in C", then for each increasing multiindex I with \I\ = n - 1

and each integer m e N, the integral

(2.6, F{z) = jj^-m-^...^

defines a holomorphic function on D that is real analytic up to the boundary on

bDr\U.

Theorem 1 will then follow immediately from Theorem 2.5.

Proof of Theorem 2.5. It is clear that F(z) is holomorphic on D . Hence the

conclusion will follow by Sobolev's embedding theorem if one can show that

the following estimate

(2.7)

rj£J

<CCH -\a\\,
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holds uniformly for all z e Dn (some neighborhood of zQ in C"), and for all

multiindices a.

To prove (2.7) we first fix two open balls 5 = 5(z0,e.), j = 1,2, with

e, < e2 and such that B~2ç U. Put Vj=bDnBj, j = 1,2. Then by a lemma

due to Ehrenpreis there exists a constant M0 > 0 such that for every positive

integer k one can find <pk e C^°(F2) with 0 < 4>k < 1, 4>k = 1 on Vx and

(2.8) \Da<f>k\ < M0(M0k)H , for \a\ < k.

For an outline of the proof of this lemma see Tartakoff [3].

So one can decompose F(z) into two parts, i.e., F(z) = Fx(z) + F2(z),

where

Fx{z) = jj^m^^d^.-.d^d^,

F2(z)= [ (1-^))/^-^^...^^.
JbD <p a ,z)

It follows from the estimate (2.3) and the convexity of the domain D that

there exists a constant Cx > 0 such that

■

\DazF2(z)\<Cxc\al-\a\\

uniformly for all z e DnB(z0,e) with 0 < e < e, and all k .

The remainder of this paper is devoted to the estimate of Fx(z). First we

show that—perhaps with a larger constant M—the function <f>k(Ç)f(Ç)A(Ç)

also satisfies the estimate (2.8).

Lemma 2.9. There exists a constant M > 0 such that for each multiindex a

with \a\ < k, we have

(2.10) \Da(tpk(i)M)A^))\ < M(Mk)W.

Proof of Lemma 2.9. Since f(Ç)A(Ç) is real analytic on bD n U , there exists a

R > 0 such that for all Ç e V2 we have

\D"(f{Z)A(i))\ < RRlßl ■ \ß\\
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for all multiindices ß . So

l«l

\Da(<j>k(Ç)f(Ç)A(Ç))\ <      £
j=o

Û) +Oi2=Ot

M=j
\<*2\ = \a\-j

M

I
7=0

]J)\Dai<l>k\\Dai(f(Ç)A(t))\

* E Tiöofibj] • Mo(MokY ■ ™M~J ■ (M - »'

^0wo -E
jl|g|.■■(;+1)    R

/=0
,l"l-; A/„

l«|-i

oo / 1 \ '

<MoW)|a|.£5. (I)
/=o       v   7

< (2RM0)(M0k)M ,

if we choose A/0 > 25. So if we let our new M be max(25M0, MQ), we are

done. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.9.

Therefore from now on we will call </>k(4)f($)A(Ç) by gk(£) such that the

estimate (2.10) holds for gk(Ç).  Next we consider the operation of ^-  on

F,(z) for all zeDnB(zQ,e).

= / »»(0JbD «T+1(i,z)

v
dti-d^dt,.

Put T = £"=1 §rJc--¿Z%\ él df ■ We see that T is tangent to the boundary

and satisfies

™-*-Z(t[%))*,-'A + Z dr

K,

It shows that T<f>(Ç, z) does not vanish near the diagonal of bD x bD . So we

may assume that T<f>(Ç, z) / 0 on Uz x [7,, where £/ is given in Theorem 1

or Theorem 2.5. Let the adjoint T* of T be given by

T' = -T + h(i),

where h(Ç) is an analytic function defined on U .
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Then by integration by parts (2.11) becomes

Or

= j ((aß, *)T + b/(. z))«t(í))T5r¿-jy«,--- dl, ¿I,

where aß.z) = (^)(7>r' and */i,z) = 7(^(7«-')-*-(g-XW'•
We see that both aÁ£,z) and ¿>.(£,z) are real analytic functions in £ and

z on Uz x Uç for j = I, ... ,n. Since both aÁ£,z) and bj(Ç,z) involve

variables <* and z, then if we apply another derivative j¡-, i = 1,...,«, we

will end up with two terms as follows:

(2.13)
,2

dzidz¡

+ f {(a^,z)T + b^,z)){aß,z)T
JbD J

1
+ bj(i,z))gk(i))^r^-r)dix...d^d^

Therefore if we let Z denote any one of the following first order differential

operators ^- or a.(<¡;,z)T + ¿>.(<*,z) for 7 = 1, ... ,n , we see that in general
■J"F

i)z"
^f is of the following form for any multiindex a,

(2.14)    §?F¿z)-t^f¿?*tk<gl)w^[T)it¡...dí,dll

=  2I"|-1 ("I)'
(m

+ ô0(i, z))ra(Z,a|^(0)) log<¿>(¿, z)</{, • • • diH dt,

where a0(<j; ,z) = -(T<t>)~ and 60(^, z) = -T((T<f>)~ ) + h(T<f>)~ , and under-

line means there are 2'"'~ such terms. Again we see that both a0(Ç,z) and

b0{Ç,z) are real analytic in z and £, on D*z x U.. Now if we let W be either

Z or a0{£, z) 7* + £>„(£, z), we get

(2.15)
£*<*>.« 2W-'     (-!)

% / (^'^(ÍÍJlog^í.z)^,---^,,^.0za-iv~/    *-  (m

Next we observe that gk{£) can be viewed as a function defined on (z,£)-

space, i.e., constant in z-variable. Hence if we let X be either the vector field
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T or -^z-, j - I, ... ,n , then by estimate (2.10) we obtain, for some constant

M >0,'

(2.16) \X}gk{^)\ < M(Mk)J, provided that j < k.

Also from the real analyticity of both a{(^,z) and b¡(i,z) there exists a

constant Mx > 0 such that for all (z,£) e (V2)z x (V2)¡ we have

(2.17) \Dßa^,z)\<MxMlxßl-\ß\l, I = 0,1,2, ... ,n,

and

(2.18) \Dßb^,z)\<MxMlßl-\ß\\, l = 0,l,2,...,n,

where D acts on both variables z and £,.

We claim that there exists a constant S > 0 independent of k , \a\ and m

such that

(2.19) \WM+mgk(^)\ < S(Sk)]al+m ,

for all (z ,£) e (V2)z x (V2)i, provided that \a\ + m<k .

Proof of the claim. By induction on i we will show that

(2.20) \X] Wlgk| < M2M\M\ ■ ki+i

holds for all j for some constants M2, M3 and MA, provided that i + j < k .

This will prove our claim by setting j = 0 and i = \a\ + m .

First we see that the initial step i = 0 follows easily from the construction

of gk , i.e., estimate (2.10) or (2.16). So we assume that (2.20) is true for all

j and i < z'0 . Then we prove the case /' = z'0 and all /. Put z'0 - i + I and

j + i+l <k.

Case 1. If WM = £Z-Wl, for some / e {1,...,«}, we have

(2.21) xJWi+1gk = XJ~Wlgk

= xJ+lwigk.

Hence by induction hypothesis we get

(2.22) \XjWMgk\ < M2M^XM\ ■ ki+j+i

< M2MJ3Mfl ■ ki+i+l ,

provided that we choose MA > M3.

Case 2. If W'+l = (fl/({ ,z)T + ¿>7({, z))W' for some / = 0,1,...,«, we get

(2.23)

XJWi°gk=XJ(al(Ç,z)T + bl(Ç,z))W'gk

= ± J2(t)(xpai)xJ-p+i w'gk ± J2(t)(xpbl)xJ-p W'gk
p=0 p=0

= 1 + 11.
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Here underline again means that there are (p) terms of the indicated form.

Hence by induction hypothesis we obtain

;! rJ-P+l     as'    1J+J-P+1l7l * E¿j7jr^V"i -P\-M2M'-^ -M'4.kl

= M2MiM-;l.k^+l±-^ 1       MXM\

< M2M¡M'A+l ■ ki+j+l

< ^M2M¡M'4° ■ kJ+'°

jj-pv. kp m4m>-1

MÁ , M4 \M3

provided that M3 > 2MX and M4 > max(8Af2, 4MXM3).

p=0

.-.MxMPx-p\-M2M{ pM'4-k'+J p
P\{j-P)\      '      ' 2     3 4

= M^MÍMÍ+l-ki+J+l.J2     ß 1       Af, (Mx^p
'2J"3J"4

-(;-p)!   ^+1    A/4 \M3

1< ^M2MJ3M'4° ■ kJTl°,

provided that M3 > 2MX and M4 > 4MX .

This completes the proof of (2.20), and hence our claim (2.19).

So now if we combine the formula (2.15) and Lemma 2.4, let k = \a\ + m ,

we see that there exists a constant S > 0 such that the following estimate holds

uniformly for all zeflflB(z0,e) with 0 < e <c e, ,

(2.24) J>1
dz

*Fx(z) <S(S(\a\ + m))lal+m

<S(3S)W+m-(\a\ + m)\

<S(3S)M+m-(2m)lal+m-\a\\

= S(3-2m-S)m-(3-2m-S)M-\a\\

<CCM\a\l,

provided that we choose C = max(3 • 2m ■ S, S(3 • 2m ■ S)m).

This completes the proofs of Theorem 2.5 and Theorem 1.
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